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Designing a large integrated circuit is difficult. As transistor
counts increase, the task of designing a SuperSized chip that is two,
four, or eight times larger than current chips seems insurmountable.
In this paper, we argue that the level of difficulty for such a task is
irrelevant–it is unwise to even attempt it. Problems related to inter-
connect delay are well known, and have become a barrier to larger
“monolithic” circuit designs. In response to this, there has been a
surge in interest in designs that have multiple relatively indepen-
dent processing cores; while design size scaling in this manner is
sometimes portrayed as a new concept, it in fact has more than
thirty years of commercial failure behind it.

In contrast to most semiconductor roadmaps, we argue that to-
tal transistor counts on typical chips will remain stable, or even
decrease–despite an increase in fabrication capacity. The semicon-
ductor industry is undergoing a fundamental change; design prob-
lems cannot be approached as “more of the same, but larger.”

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: CAD

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fabrication density has been growing exponentially since the

early predictions by Moore[20]; while progress is not easy, most
technology roadmaps show transistor counts continuing to grow
for the next decade or so. With design complexity exceeding the
abilities of current EDA tools, the challenge of designing next gen-
eration chips seems daunting.

In this paper, we argue that next generation chips will not be
“SuperSized,” bigger and faster versions of current designs. Inter-
connect delay has become a major barrier, and we present analy-
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sis based on empirical observations and computational complexity
theory to explain how this barrier came about.

The difficulty of “scaling up” traditional designs is widely known–
this has resulted in growing interest in designs that utilize multiple
independent processor cores. By breaking the size of design prob-
lems down to a more manageable size, and utilizing a high-speed
on-chip interconnection network, one might hope to successfully
construct a large chip capable of unprecedented levels of computa-
tion. While the approach is intellectually appealing, the commer-
cial prospects for the approach are poor.

We do not wish to suggest that there is any major impediment to
increased fabrication capacity. The central argument is that there
will be extremely few designs (primarily memory and graphics co-
processors) that can use this capacity effectively. For the research
community, the relevant question is not how one will design a cir-
cuit with size 2X , but instead, how one should one do a better job
with a 1X sized design.

2. SUPERSIZE BARRIERS
In this section, we will focus primarily on microprocessor design–

but the basic arguments also apply to large Application Specific In-
tegrated Circuits (ASICs). Transistor counts in microprocessors
have been growing exponentially for years. Moore[20] covered
from 1965 to the mid 1970s accurately. Gelsinger[12] also pro-
jected growth with reasonable accuracy from the late 1980s until
the late 1990s. For roughly 40 years, a bigger-and-faster strategy
has been successful. Recently, however, the strategy has resulted in
the delay or cancellation of a number of designs.

While there are a number of barriers to continued size scaling,
one of the most interesting barriers is not dependent on device
technology–and thus, we should not expect a fabrication magic bul-
let to address the problem.

2.1 The Rent Limit
Interconnect delay has been rising steadily, making timing clo-

sure more difficult to achieve. In recent years, a debate revolving
around interconnect delay and buffering has developed[23]. Inter-
connect delay now comprises a significant portion of system delay,
and growing wire lengths have created a need for extensive buffer
and repeater insertion. In this debate, there are two main positions.
One group argues that the percentage of cells used as repeaters will
reach 70% by the 32nm technology node[28]; this is clearly an un-
acceptable design point. Contrasting arguments suggest limiting
block sizes may reduce the impact of the problem[33, 34]. Addi-
tionally, there is active research on improved buffer and repeater
design, and novel global signaling techniques.

While one might view the interconnect problem as the result of
inadequate quality in design tools, the problem has much deeper
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Figure 1: As the number of components in a block increases, so does the area. Additionally, the number of “nearby” locations
for components also increases. The growth rate is at the square root of the number of components. Each terminal on a subcircuit
connects an element within the subcircuit to a component outside the subcircuit–the length of these connections limits achievable
design complexity.

roots. Interconnect problems in general are caused by geometry
and circuit complexity; we present our analysis here.

At roughly the same time as Moore’s projection, an observa-
tion was made by F. Rent, regarding the number of “terminal”
connections on a piece of computing hardware. “Rent’s Rule”,
T = k × np, was reported in 1969 by Radke[26], and by Land-
man and Russo[18] in 1971. The number of terminals T was seen
to correlate with the number of components n within a portion of
hardware. The Rent parameter p can be viewed as a measure of
circuit complexity; the number of connecting terminals on a sub-
circuit increases as device complexity increases. A constant factor
k accounts for component fan-in or fan-out.

The observation by Rent has been confirmed by a number of
studies. An early survey on the rule is [10]; more recent surveys
and tutorials include [4, 32]. The rule has been used extensively
for congestion, wire length, and net degree estimation (for exam-
ple, [13, 24, 42, 30, 19]), as well as cut sequence optimization for
recursive bisection placement[40].

The value of the Rent parameter p is extremely important. In
heirarchical board-level decompositions (which led to Rent’s ob-
servation), p is typically around 0.6. By extracting rectangular por-
tions of standard cell placements, [7] observed p values around 0.7,
or higher. [7] also notes that there is a difference between the “cir-
cuit topology” Rent parameter and “layout” Rent parameter, with
the “layout” parameter being strictly greater.

In [19], Rent parameters of around 0.6 were used for congestion
estimation; it was noted that the PEKO[3] benchmarks have unusu-
ally low values of p. [35] compared Rent parameters from different
placement approaches, with values of p approaching 0.8 for some
circuits. In [41], different circuit structures were compared, with
many blocks involved in instruction fetch, instruction decoding,
and floating point operations having values of p around 0.6. For
nearly all the analysis of computing architectures, the value of p is
from 0.6 to 0.8. A pipeline may have a Rent parameter of 0, while
a perfect mesh has p = 0.5; at worst, p = 1.

We note that the Rent parameter is architecture-dependent, and
may vary within a design. At the highest levels of heirarchy, Rent’s
Rule can be inaccurate, due to limited numbers of inputs and out-
puts at the periphery of a chip; one recent work to consider this
is [36]. Rent’s Rule has proven effective for characterizing circuit
interconnect demands at a coarse level; it has been known to be
inaccurate for fine details[29].

2.1.1 Rent Limit on System Size
Any computing system for any technology must have a physical

representation; the logical elements must be embedded in at most
three dimensions. This embedding places constraints on the sys-
tem, and it is at this point that the value of the Rent parameter p
becomes critical.

Our analysis uses an intuitive concept of “adjacency.” For any
given component in a planar layout, there are four “immediately
adjacent” locations–above, below, and to the left and right. For
three dimensions, there are six adjacent locations.

Consider a circuit C, which has a subcircuit S that contains n
components; we will assume that S has been embedded in a plane,
and is roughly square. The number of immediately adjacent loca-
tions to S is 4×n0.5 . If we assume that the maximum distance that
an average size gate can drive a wire is L (which is related to the
physical size of the gate), we have 4×L× n0.5 + 2×L2 locations
that are within L of the subcircuit S. The number of adjacent lo-
cations to a region, and constraints this adjacency places on circuit
topology, are illustrated in Figure 1.

Rent’s Rule specifies that there will be T terminal connections
on S; thus, we have T pairs of components that must be connected.
For each pair, one of the components will be located somewhere
within S, and the other will be located somewhere in C−S.

The impending trouble should be apparent to anyone familiar
with the computational complexity work of Hartmanis and Stearns[14].
The basic principle is illustrated by the degree-5 node in Figure 1;
the number of components connected together exceeds the physi-
cal space–therefore, at least one of the connections must be longer



The number of components in an integrated circuit: n = 2(year - 1965)
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Figure 2: Computational complexity should make the following obvious: if the number of adjacent locations increases at O(n0.5),
and the terminal demand for the block increases at O(np) for p > 0.5, the two curves will cross–resulting in both high interconnect
delay and the need for buffer insertion. Buffer insertion and gate sizing can compound the problem, by further spreading apart the
components.

than one unit.
If one has a computing architecture similar to those designed

in the past fourty years, the number of terminals T required for a
block with n components is k×np for p ≥ 0.6; this is O(np). The
number of locations in which an “external” computing element can
be placed grows at L×n0.5 +L2, which is O(n0.5).

Suppose we have a large circuit that contains a subcircuit of size
n. Without question, for some value of n, there will be external
connections from a subcircuit that must travel a distance of greater
than L. As n increases, the percentage of these “long connections”
increases. This is true for any value of L, and for any degree of
component fan-in or fan-out. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

The value of n is tied to Moore’s law. Increasing the transistor
count of a system inevitably increases the length of connections
until the majority are “worst case,” and require extensive buffer-
ing and repeater insertion. This is in fact the behavior projected
in recent empirical studies from Intel[28]1 We will refer to the ne-
cessity of long wires as the Rent Limit on system size. At some
point, the benefit gained by increasing the number of computing
elements within a system is surpassed by the increased delay of the
interconnecting wires. As circuit sizes increase, the percentage of
interconnect wires that can be considered “worst case” increases
towards 100%, and excessive numbers of buffers and repeaters are
required.

The analysis we have summarized here can be viewed as opti-
mistic. First, the number of adjacent locations is made assuming
that the connection is made from the periphery of the subcircuit–
in general, however, a connecting terminal may be deep within the
subcircuit. The components placed outside the subcircuit also have
constraints–even if space is available in the adjacent region, it may
not be practical to place certain components there.

1In [28], by scaling a design through different technology gener-
ations, a rapid increase in the number of repeaters was observed.
While the total number of computing logic gates remained con-
stant, the effective value of L decreased, pushing the “crossover”
point to the left. The jump in repeater counts shows that the
crossover point is not asymptotic behavior for some arbitrarily large
design in the distant future, but rather a design limiting factor of
current chips.

2.1.2 Compounding the Problem
In the past few years, physical synthesis has become a key ele-

ment of circuit design. Buffer insertion, gate sizing, and repeater
insertion, are all widely used. Unfortunately, they can also com-
pound the Rent limit problem. The Rent parameter has traditionally
been tied to components that “do something.” By inserting buffers
into a design, we do not increase the complexity of computations
performed, but we do increase the total area.

If we amortize the area demand for buffers and repeaters, the
“average size” of each component increases, thereby decreasing the
effective value of L. Additionally, the increased average size of
components means that wires internal to the block also increase in
length–and may themselves need additional buffers and repeaters.

Buffer and repeater insertion, as well as gate sizing, can be viewed
as having diminishing returns. As we increase the “average” size
of a computing element, the buffer demand increases as well. This
matches with the projections of [28].

In some designs, there is a significant amount of “white space[39,
1]” within the design. This is typically used to simplify routing,
and to provide space for gate sizing and buffer insertion. One might
amortize this white space across the computing elements–and again
we see that this results in lower effective L, and the need for further
buffering, repeaters, and gate sizing.

2.2 Architecture Observations
The discussion in the prior section may appear a bit pessimistic,

and from the “chicken little” perspective[23]. There is also skepti-
cism in the microarchitecture community on the prospects for de-
sign size increases.

In 2000, for example, Agarwal[2] projected that conventional
microprocessor architectures could not support the annual 50% per-
fomance improvements projected. Instead, performance gains were
projected to be in the 12% range, despite steady progress in device
technology.

The lack of improvement is due to a variety of factors (includ-
ing increased interconnect delay). Clock rate scaling was expected
to slow–and this in fact has occurred. Similarly, top end “conven-
tional” microprocessors offer only modest performance improve-
ments over the chips made a few years ago.



2.3 The Writing on the Wall
It should be clear from recent design starts that the current state

is not business as usual. The impact of the Rent limit has already
been felt; the buffer explosion projected in [28] is a symptom of this
problem. One might also view the move from CISC (complex in-
struction set computer) architectures to RISC (reduced instruction
set computer) architectures as further evidence of the limit.

There is also broad adoption of multi-core designs, rather than
conventional single core designs. This reduces the effect of the
Rent limit, as each core has a lower device count, and they are em-
bedded in a mesh structure that has p = 0.5, which can be sustained
easily.

Multi-core designs are currently being produced a number of
companies, including IBM, AMD, and Sun. Intel recently announced
a multi-core design[21], and has apparently abandoned a quest to-
wards higher clock rates. The CELL architecture[25], jointly de-
veloped by IBM, Toshiba, and Sony, features large numbers of in-
dependent vector processors.

Recent attempts to SuperSize conventional CPUs have not been
successful. This is not due to inadequate design tools or device
technology. Instead, design sizes are approaching fundamental lim-
its based on geometry and circuit complexity. Only a few classes
of circuits will be able to utilize the increased capacity of the next
few technology nodes.

3. PARALLEL ARCHITECTURES
The prior section paints a bleak picture for further transistor

count scaling in traditional computing architectures. The Rent limit
makes designing a large single-instruction single-data (SISD) mi-
croprocessor progressively less attractive, and in fact many of the
major microprocessor manufacturers have moved towards multi-
processor designs.

Multi-processor systems are appealing on a number of levels.
They clearly simplify the design process, allowing smaller individ-
ual components–this also avoids the “Rent limit” described in the
prior section. Through replication of processors, arbitrarily large
amounts of silicon area can be utilized. With a well designed on-
chip interconnection network, it is clearly possible to construct a
“server farm on a chip[27].” In terms of the number of floating
point operations possible per second, energy per operation, and a
variety of other metrics, parallel computing has many advantages.

The advantages are so clear, in fact, that one might wonder why
this approach was not pursued earlier. A brief survey of prior work,
however, shows that in fact, parallel processing has been investi-
gated thorougly. Furht[11], in 1994 paper, notes the following: “a
decade ago, university researchers were in love with parallel com-
puters, and the US government amorously responded. Those were
the days of glory, but times have changed: the market for massively
parallel computers has collapsed, and many companies have gone
out of business, but the researchers are still in love with parallel
computing.”

Almost all commercial ventures into the construction of large
scale multi-processor systems have met little success. Perhaps most
dramatic was the attempt by Thinking Machines in the mid 1980’s;
despite having an experienced architecture team with excellent cre-
dentials, as well as computer scientists and physicists of note, the
company failed to become profitable. The price and performance
advantage of multi-processor systems is undeniable; to date, how-
ever, there has been little success in harnessing this power for “gen-
eral purpose” computing.

While in principle, a computer with X microprocessors can do X
times the work of a single processor system, in practice, the amount

of work that can be performed is far less than that. Most problems
that average computer customers wish to solve are inherently se-
rial. At most, a single human user might be able to take advantage
of a few microprocessors–but not the hundreds or thousands pro-
posed as a means of continuing Moore’s law scaling.

Attempts to develop new software paradigms to harness the com-
puting power of parallel machines have also not met with success.
Parallel-optimizing compilers have been in existance for many years,
and there have been numerous attempts to develop better mathe-
matical frameworks. As an example, one might consider the pro-
gramming language occam, developed in the early 1990s–carefully
designed, flexible, portable, and essentially non-existant in modern
computing.

To be clear on this point–there is a seemingly insatiable demand
for single processor performance. Typical consumers can rapidly
harness all the available compute power available of a traditional
microprocessors; the demand results in high profit margins for this
market. Multi-processor systems, by contrast, have only a handful
of customers; we would suggest that the commercial prospects for
a “server farm on a chip” are bleak.

The only notable exception, in which one encounters large com-
mercial demand for parallel computing, is in graphics coprocess-
ing. In the rendering of three-dimensional scenes, large numbers
of triangles need to be transformed and rendered–this is commonly
done in parallel.

4. FUTURE DESIGN PROBLEMS
While much of the discussion has revolved around microproces-

sors, we note that ASICs in general encounter the same problems–
with a few years of lag. Because these problems are based on ge-
ometry and circuit complexity, attempts to design extremely large
monolithic circuits are almost certainly doomed–thus, the nature
of design problems that must be solved will change to reflect the
nature of designs that are attempted.

4.1 (Almost) No SuperSized Designs
If one considers current microprocessors, there is a clear trend

away from larger transistor count “traditional” single-core designs.
This is a significant shift–prior to 2001, large-volume microproces-
sors were all single-core. We would argue that the “Rent limit” is
an underlying motivation for the architectural decisions made by
experienced design teams at IBM, AMD, Sun, and Intel – and that
these decisions were not made lightly.

An exception to this would be memory chips–which have an in-
herent Rent parameter of 0.5, and thus do not face the same scaling
challenges of more complex circuitry.

4.2 Some Small-Scale Multi-Core Designs
Emerging architectures such as the multi-core designs from IBM,

Sun, AMD, and Intel, feature a few processing cores–normally 8 or
fewer. There is a need for design tools to handle on-chip communi-
cation networks, and methods to assign process tasks to individual
blocks. It seems unlikely, however, that these designs will scale to
larger sizes.

4.3 Few Large-Scale Multi-Core Designs
By repeatedly increasing the number of processing cores, one

might expect to be able to utilize all fabrication potential, without
encountering the Rent Limit. A mesh of processors has a Rent
parameter of p = 0.5, which is easily sustainable.

While there is currently a great deal of enthusiasm for parallel
processing, it is perhaps reminiscent of the views of Enslow[16]
or Jones and Schwarz[15], from a few decades ago. Enslow, for



example, suggested “the future will find multiprocessing, as well
as the other concepts of parallel processing, in much wider use than
does the present.”

By now, it should obvious that despite numerous attempts, paral-
lel processing has failed to expand much beyond compute-intensive
scientific tasks that can be made parallel easily.

4.4 Some Three Dimensional Circuits
Motivated in part by the “interconnect problem,” a number of

groups are investigating the fabrication of circuits in three dimen-
sions. While this might appear to improve the “adjacency parame-
ter” from 0.5 to 0.66, this is not in fact the case.

The technologies being investigated (for example, [8, 9, 37, 31])
explore only a limited number of layers. If one considers the num-
ber of layers as a constant factor, we clearly regress into the original
difficult situation. With k layers, the number of “adjacent” locations
improves to k× (L×n0.5 +L2), which is still O(n0.5).

Three dimensional circuits are clearly advantageous; tools will
need to adapt to handle this type of design.

4.5 Non-Manhattan Design
The interconnect length advantages given by non-Manhattan rout-

ing architectures are well known[17, 38]. As designs are less likely
to be differentiated based on process technology or transistor counts,
the gains available through alternative wiring become more attrac-
tive. Non-Manhattan design breaks many current tool flows, and
might be considered as a last resort; extensive tool development is
required.

4.6 Structured Circuitry
The gap in performance between custom design and synthesized

design is well known[6]. For human generated designs, there is
commonly a great deal of regularity and structure–bit and control
lines are spread in regular patterns, as it is not possible for a de-
signer to manage a chaotic semi-random design.

Recently, there has been an interest in generating circuits which
can be mapped to a regular structure easily[5]. If the circuit struc-
ture matches a physical embedding, the benefits are enormous.

Regular or semi-regular structures initially were quite challeng-
ing to traditional placement tools, but some have been adapted
to handle the new circuit structures. The PEKO[3] benchmarks,
initially used to show suboptimality of placement methods, have
a great deal of structure. While initial experiments showed that
placement tools were 50% or more away from optimal, this gap
has been closed rapidly, and fast methods that are within 22% of
optimal[22] (or less) are available.

We need not restrict a circuit topology to be perfectly mesh-like;
if most nets are semi-local, global nets are clearly marked, and the
synthesis approach considers physical embedding, large scale de-
sign can be performed automatically. Circuit performance will be
close to that of classic hand-designed datapaths.

Design tools that can perform synthesis with regularity, or that
can extract regularity from a design, will be extremely useful.

4.7 Little Big Design
Fabrication capacity will continue to increase–and so the tran-

sistor counts that are leading edge today well be commonplace to-
morrow. If chip fabrication for designs with a few hundred mil-
lion gates becomes a commodity market, this will drive down costs.
Similarly, it will be possible to extract more dies per wafer, reduc-
ing individial die costs.

With stable fabrication processes that are not on the leading edge,
current design problems such as variability control or OPC/RET

become much less difficult. The performance advantage of a semi-
custom design over FPGA implementations are considerable; thus,
we anticipate an explosion in designs that are still relatively large,
but that target a technology generation that gives a good price to
performance ratio. The designs will be small relative to fabrication
capacity, but large by current standards.

4.8 Summary
Figure 3 summarizes our expectations for future design prob-

lems. The wall that has been hit by the microprocessor design com-
munity (resulting in multi-core CPUs) will be encountered shortly
by the mainstream ASIC community. Thus, there is little future for
“supersized” monolithic designs.

Small scale multi-core can be used in average consumer appli-
cations, but large scale multi-core designs will be useful only for
a handful of applications. There are relatively few customers for
supercomputers, and thus there will be little need for single chip
server farms.

Non-Manhattan routing architectures, three-dimensional fabri-
cation, and circuit structuring all provide benefit to interconnect
delay. Three dimensional fabrication is the most expensive so-
lution, but relatively easy to take advantage of by current design
tools. Non-Manhattan routing requires tool development–but there
appears to be little impact to fabrication cost or manufacturing diffi-
culty. Structured circuitry offers the potential of large performance
gain–but only if the functionality can be mapped to a regular struc-
ture.

We anticipate an explosion in the number of “little-big” designs.
Rather than pushing the limits of fabrication technology, they will
target stable processes that offer lower total gate counts, but with
greatly reduced fabrication cost. These designs will not be trivial
in size–perhaps a few hundred million gates–but closer to what can
be currently handled by design tools. The performance advantages
of ASIC over an FPGA implementation will remain large–and with
reduced manufacturing cost, there may not be a mass exodus of
designs to the FPGA market.

No Chance Some Designs Commonplace

SuperSize

Small Scale
Multi-Core

Large Scale
Multi-Core

Non-Manhattan

3-D

Little Big
Design

Structured
Circuits

Figure 3: A summary of future design types.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a theoretical foundation which

explains why large monolithic designs are unattractive. Similar
conclusions have been reached in the microarchitecture commu-
nity. Recent chips from microprocessor vendors indicate that they



have voted with their feet, and are rapidly moving away from in-
creased core sizes. Fundamental size limits have been reached, and
changes are obvious across the industry.

We would argue that this change is very significant. From 1965
to 2001, the industry used a “single-core” architectural model, in
which microprocessors consumed all available transistors. All the
resources of each technology generation were rapidly utilized, and
there was great consumer demand at each step along the way. From
2001 to current designs, there has been a shift to multi-core designs.
With a brief consideration of the history of parallel processing, one
finds the unbridled optimism of researchers, engineering teams, and
investors, juxtaposed against stunning, relentless, commercial fail-
ure.

This is an interesting time for electronic design automation re-
searchers, and for the semiconductor industry as a whole. While
further increases in fabrication technology can be made, few de-
signs will be able to use leading-edge technology. The only tra-
ditional designs not to face scaling challenges are memory and
graphics chips; while not unimportant, they are only a portion of
the entire semiconductor market. Microprocessors have moved to
dual-core; but further increases in this manner are unwise.

While there is a great deal of concern for how design tools will
scale to larger transistor counts–we have reached a point where
there are more transistors available than can be effectively used.
Thus, rather than increasing capacity, we would argue that increased
quality is the proper objective for future research.
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